
Purpose...

The CANPULSE4 interface is a multi-function interface (plug and
play cable included) that performs the following functions: Ignition
output (1 amp maximum supply), Illumination output (1 amp 
maximum supply), Speed sense wire, Mute output, and Reverse

output signal.

CANPULSE4 can also serve as a Steering wheel control interface (in vehicles so equipped with steering
wheel mounted audio buttons) for certain JVC, Sony, Blaupunkt, Kenwood, Alpine, and Clarion source
units. An optional cable is required, and sold separately). Please call SoundGate for details.
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Remove factory radio and locate CAN-Bus wiring
The CANPULSE4 is designed for connection at the rear of the factory radio in the
10-pin ISO connector. Following factory service manuals, remove the factory radio
to gain access to the green connector. Pay particular attention to any warnings that

pertain to working with, or around, factory air-bag wiring.

Note: CAN-Bus wiring can usually be found by looking for the pair of wires that is twisted.
Factory CAN-Bus wiring will be twisted approximately 5 times per inch.

Step

1

Installation Instructions

If you experience any problems, call SoundGate Technical Support at 
800-256-0808 or e-mail us at sgtech@soundgate.com.

The SoundGate CANPULSE4 plugs directly into the following vehicles:
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Audi E320/430, E55 - March 2003-2005

A3 - 2006-2007 SL500/600 - 2000-July 2004
A4/S4/RS4, A6/S6, A8/A8L/S8, SLK 350 - 2005
All Road Quattro, TT - July 2001-2007 SLK230/320 - March 2004 & newer

BMW Porche
3 Series - 2006-2007 All Models - 2002-2007
5 Series - 2004-2007 Volkswagen

Mercedes Golf/GTI - 2000-2005
C230/240/320 - 2004-2007 Passat - 2001-2007
CLK320/430 - 2004-2007 Tourareg - 2004-2006
E-Class - 2006-2007 Simple-fi TM
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Connect the CANPULSE4 to appropriate vehicle wiring
Following the chart below, connect the wires on the CANPULSE4, in the order shown, to
the appropriate wires in the vehicle. During installation, twist the white and green wires
of CANPULSE4 approximately 5 times per inch, and make certain the connection points

are either soldered or connected using the PROPER SIZE tap connector.
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CanPulse Vehicle Location
Connection Wire Color Function Wire Color

Order

1 Black Ground to Chassis Various
2 Yellow Permanent 

+12 Volts
3 White CAN High Pin 1 Brown/Red 10-pin ISO Connector 

at radio
4 Green Can Low Pin 2 Brown 10-pin ISO Connector 

at radio

Note: if Can-Bus wiring is not present in the Pin 1 and 2 locations of the ISO connector at the
radio, the CAN-BUS wires will have to be tapped off behind the control panel located beneath
the radio - wire colors remain the same as indicated above.

CanPulse Navigation unit
Connection Wire Color Function Wire Color

Order

1 Black Ground Black
2 Yellow Permanent +12 Volts Yellow
3 Orange Illumination Orange
4 Red Ignition Red
5 Pink Speed pulse output varies
6 Brown Signal for reverse gear varies

Connect the CANPULSE4 to appropriate aftermarket Navigation unit wiring
The aftermarket navigation unit will be connected to the brown and pink wires, and to the
wires in the black, 8-pin housing (containing 4 wires - yellow, orange, red, and black). 
If needed, remove these four wires from the black housing.
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Install aftermarket Navigation unit
Following instructions supplied with the aftermarket navigation unit, and dash kit, install
unit to dash making certain no wiring will be pinched upon insertion and securement of
new unit.
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